3D Holey Wood drop ceiling tiles are designed for exact match to the Armstrong ceiling suspended grid structures 2 ft. x 2 ft and 2 ft. x 4 ft. The tiles are assembled with a new generation of natural wood material, which reproduces a 350-year old structure of wood on a molecular level. We use our special patented thermo-treatment technology (known also as thermowood) to speed-up aging of the wood. If you compare the cell structure of 350-year old wood with the thermo-treated wood (see on the picture), you'll see that they are similar. So, we make a real 350-year old wood with our process, but it is a new product!

Holey Wood drop ceiling tiles add character, warmth and a rustic feel to any residential or commercial ceiling design. Our ceiling tiles have the deepest 3D structure of reclaimed wood paneling in the market. Our tiles are light in weight and corresponding to the weight of standard Armstrong acoustic tiles. Holey Wood is a natural wood and is better than reclaimed wood esthetically and also cause its made from a new wood, which has been thermally modified (no insects and bacteria in our wood).

Change the look of any room by adding the natural beauty of wood to your home decor. Use our suspended ceiling tiles indoors and outdoors, even in bathrooms and in other high humidity areas, use them for home design and for commercial applications, use them also as wall decoration, wall art or wall accent.

Holey Wood Ceiling
3D Holey Wood 2 ft. x 2 ft. Reclaimed Wood Lay-in Ceiling Panes

Holeywood Ceiling Panels
- 16 SF (4 panels) in a box
- Each panel: 5/16” x 23.75” x 23.75”
- Box size: 24” x 24” x 4”, 18 lbs
- SKU # 11141

- The ceiling tiles have a real 3D wood structure with deep natural cracks in the wood and wire brushed: #1 the deepest 3D wood structure on the market
- The wood is a natural material; each board will vary in color, shade and the way of cracking, which provides you with a decor that is truly a unique work of art
- The wood has been naturally cracked under our special thermo-treatment process. The product is made from American hardwood in the USA
- Thermo-treatment makes wood dimensionally stable and durable for at least 25 years even for outdoors applications. Learn how to get a warranty for your product
- Our ceiling tiles have a walnut-like color throughout the wood. The tiles are stainable in any color
- Thermo-treatment gives the wood a Class B Fire Rated (better than non-treated wood, which is rated as a Class C)
- Our ceiling tiles are 100% natural and Green - no chemicals used
- The seams between planks in the ceiling tiles are almost non-visible.
- The weight of one sq. ft. of Holey Wood ceiling tiles is 1.2 lbs in average (like Armstrong acoustic tiles)
- Very easy, fast and clean installation – like any suspended ceiling tiles: do it yourself. See installation instruction for details
- Use a 2 in. layer of mineral wool or any insulation behind tiles if additional acoustic or heat insolation is needed
- Upgrade your existing Armstrong ceiling with a natural wood and get a natural, rich, old-wood look of Holey Wood ceiling literally in an hour
- Express your personal style by installing Holey Wood 3D ceiling tiles in any direction
- The tiles can be used for full ceiling coverage, or as accents for your existing ceiling structure
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